
ANDROS ZINS-BROWNE

GENERAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION
piece name:   recreations
performed by:  Andros Zins-Browne, …
duration: approx. 17 minutes
set requirements:  (provided by theatre )
- clean open stage, no backdrop, sides or borders.
- grey or black dance vinyl 
- 1 folding table, metal or wood, ( measures: see attached diagram, & DVD)
that can be mounted in a freestanding position at a  approx.45°angle to be used as a 
slide for performers.
(smooth surface, should be able to support 70Kg) .
- 3 inflatable exercise balls of varying colours, 65 cm diameter.
Comments: if impossible to find props, please arrange for transportation to theatre 
and back from PARTS .

light:   (provided by theatre )
 Double general front and backlight wash covering the entire playing surface,
Frontlight : min. 3 rows  of 2X5 PC 1KW per row (5 PC’s NO COLOUR(NC), 5PC’s LEE 
201)
Backlight : 3 rows of 2X5 PC or fresnel 1KW per row (5 PC’s NO COLOUR, 5PC’s LEE 
201)
Left to right position per row :
NC / 201  NC /201  NC / 201  NC / 201  NC / 201
                     (center)

( patched : center spots single, outer two spots of same colour together.)

General  mood description :  
 the idea of the light design is one of very slow  “seasonal mood changes”, suggesting 
a suble and random passing of cloudformations, almost unnoticeable transitions from 
warm to cold general light and back.

RECREATIONS 



Programmation :
A chaser of  13  scenes
scene 1: general no colour (GNC) on full.  / scene 2:  GNC + 201 lights on right side 
of all pipes front & back to full. / scene3 : same as scene 2 + all center 201 spots to 
full. / scene 4:  same as previous scene + dim all NC spots on right side of all pipes to 
zero. / scene 5 :  same as previous scene +  all lefthand side 201 spots to full + dim 
all center NC spots to zero. / … this is from right side to left , then, same procedure 
from front to back … / scene 6 : same as previous scene + all NC spots of first front-
light pipe to full. / scene 7 : same as previous scene + all NC spots of 2nd frontlight 
pipe to full. /  scene 8 :  same as previous scene + all NC spots of 3rd frontlight pipe 
to full + dim all NC spots on 1st frontlight pipe to zero. / scene 9 : same as previous 
+ dim all NC spots of 2nd frontlight pipe to zero + add all 201 spots of 1st frontlight 
pipe to full.  / 
scene 10 : same as previous + add all 201 spots of 2nd frontlight pipe to full + add 
all NC spots of first frontlight pipe to full. / scene 11 : same as previous + add all 201 
spots of first backlight pipe to full + 
dim all NC spots of 3rd frontlight pipe to zero. /  scene 12 : same as previous + add 
all 201 spots  of 2nd backlight pipe to full + dim all NC spots of 3rd frontlight pipe to 
zero. / scene 13 : same as previous + add all 201 spots of last backlight pipe to full + 
dim all NC spots of  first backlight pipe to zero… then it starts back from scene 1.       
All crossfades between scenes of 45 seconds.
See also DVD

sound:  no recorded sound


